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**Title: Marciana Escoto vs. Benito M. Arcilla et al., 89 Phil. 199 (1951)**

**Facts:**
1. **Initial Transactions:** On May 2, 1932, Manuel Tancungco sold two parcels of land
situated in Angeles, Pampanga to Jacinto Hilario for P3,500 under an “Escritura de Venta
con Pacto de Retro,” allowing repurchase within two years with an annual rent of P420. On
May  5,  Tancungco  sold  4/5  of  another  residential  parcel  to  Amada  Hilario  (Jacinto’s
daughter) for P2,000 with an annual rent of P240.

2. **Inheritance and Consolidation:** Jacinto Hilario passed away. His heirs partitioned his
estate, assigning rights in the two lots to Amada Hilario, thus consolidating both contracts
in her favor. Tancungco did not repurchase within the stipulated period but continued to
possess the lands, paying the agreed rent.

3.  **Possessory  Action  and  Compromise:**  Arcilla  and  his  children  filed  for  unlawful
detainer in July 1940 due to unpaid rents and reached a compromise allowing Tancungco to
repurchase the lands for P7,000 within two years subject to an initial payment of P500
within six months. Tancungco did not meet these conditions.

4.  **Renewed  Agreement:**  In  February  1941,  a  new  agreement  was  made  allowing
Tancungco to repurchase under similar terms provided he paid P6,750 within ten days of
court-approved  sale  authorization  (based  on  Arcilla  obtaining  such  approval  as
administrator).

5. **Intestate Proceedings and Court Order:** Arcilla sought and obtained administrative
appointments, but his court motion to authorize the sale was denied by Judge Magsalin due
to Tancungco’s Chinese citizenship. Arcilla demanded Tancungco to vacate the property in
September 1941.

6. **Subsequent Developments:** Tancungco manifested his reliance on Dr. Bundalian, a
Filipino, to purchase the lands. Tancungco later died, and his widow, as administratrix,
sought judicial enforcement of the sale. Judge Angeles David initially approved but orders
were nullified by the Supreme Court on procedural grounds.

7. **Suit for Specific Performance:** Escoto filed an action against Arcilla to enforce the
sale agreement, later amended to include the Hilario children. The Court of First Instance of
Pampanga dismissed the suit, ordering Escoto to surrender the properties to Arcilla and
declared Tancungco’s rights void due to his citizenship status.
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**Issues:**
1. Is the sale agreement enforceable notwithstanding Tancungco’s citizenship?
2.  Can new repurchase terms be considered extensions of  the original  pacto de retro
contract?
3. Were the original agreements equitable mortgages rather than sales?
4. Was there valid ratification by the Hilario minors for the renewed agreement?
5. Can the widow pursue specific performance given the procedural challenges?

**Court’s Decision:**
1. **Citizenship and Constitutional Provisions:** The Supreme Court held the view that the
original transaction predated the Constitution, implying Tancungco maintained pre-existing
property  rights  not  infringing  constitutional  prohibitions.  Thus,  the  agreements  were
extensions of a valid property interest predating the constitutional ban on land acquisition
by aliens.

2.  **Repurchase  Agreement:**  The  new  agreements  were  viewed  as  extensions  and
continuations  of  the  original  pacto  de  retro  sale,  respecting  Tancungco’s  established
interests and offering him a continuing opportunity to reclaim the properties. The sum and
intent linked all agreements.

3. **Equitable Mortgage Presumption:** The Court acknowledged the arrangement shared
attributes with a mortgage rather than a sale, given factors like possession retention, tax
payments by Tancungco, and an overriding focus on monetary return by purchasers.

4. **Ratification Validity:** Given the minors, represented by a guardian, agreed to terms in
open court thereby validating the compromise agreement (Exhibit “A”),  this ratification
sufficed despite original non-signature.

5.  **Enforcement by Widow:** The widow’s renewed Filipino citizenship,  alongside her
administrative role and the expressed need to clear the title for potential sale, upheld her
standing to enforce the contract against procedural objections.

**Doctrine:**
– **Pacto de Retro Sale Adjustments:** Extensions of  repurchase periods must respect
initial terms if not exceeding cumulative ten-year limits.
– **Equitable Mortgage Doctrine:** Agreements fundamentally mirroring loans with security
traits may be characterized as mortgages despite formal sales terminology.
– **Property Rights Continuation:** Pre-constitutional property rights maintained through
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evolving agreements can be enforced irrespective of later statutory changes.
– **Equity over Formalism:** Courts should consistently recognize equitable interests and
intentions, mitigating overly formalistic, technical barriers.

**Class Notes:**
– **Pacto de Retro Sale:** Defined as a sale allowing the seller to repurchase the property
within a specified period under agreed terms.
– **Equitable Mortgage:** Indicates a financial transaction secured by property intended as
loan security rather than absolute sale; involved parties’ behavior and payment character
are critical.
–  **Constitutional  Property  Rights:**  Pre-existing  property  interests  are  grandfathered
against new constitutional prohibitions.
– **Ratification:** Judicial and guardian-involved confirmations can validate minor-related
agreements.

**Historical Background:**
The case highlights a period when pre-commonwealth property agreements intersected with
new  constitutional  norms.  The  legal  friction  between  evolving  constitutional  property
protections and historical property rights before the institution of the 1935 Constitution
unfolds complexities in excluding non-Filipino citizens from property ownership. The case
marks a transitional  legal  landscape,  emphasizing equitable doctrines despite statutory
prohibitions.


